Virtual MR microscopy for unruptured aneurysm.
This study was performed to evaluate the usefulness of virtual magnetic resonance microscopy (VMRM) for the diagnosis of cerebral aneurysms. We reviewed 11 patients with unruptured aneurysms confirmed by angiography or surgical therapy. We evaluated the ability of VMRM to represent aneurysms and the findings of the form and neck of the aneurysms. VMRM revealed 17 aneurysms, one of which was not detected by MR angiography (MRA). One suspected aneurysm by MRA was denied by VMRM. Although VMRM did not clearly demonstrate either one giant aneurysm or distal middle cerebral artery, two aneurysms in the cavernous sinus were clearly visualized by VMRM. VMRM seems to be almost equivalent to computed tomography angiography when detecting aneurysms without additional radiation exposure. VMRM is found valuable not only to plan the microscopic surgical therapy, but to visualize aneurysms.